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As a competent Flash designer, youre probably comfortable with all of the basics that Flash has to offer. However, youve probably looked at some of the amazing Flash sites on the web and thought, "How'd they do that?" Well, youll find out in this book.  Flash allows users to create some amazing interactive interfaces to interact with Rich Internet Applications, eLearning systems, and simple web sites. In this book, two of the most talented Flash designers in the world will show you how to use them effectively to create breathtaking visuals for your Flash web sites. You'll also learn how to take advantage of Flash's powerful built-in vector-based drawing tools.  The authors discuss general background theory, such as site planning, color theory, and Information architecture. They reveal techniques using gradents, layers, lighting and shadowing, 3D objects, animation, and photo editing. Techniques are illustrated and the book concludes with a discussion of usability and final tweaks. There is also a tutorial on testing your work, and exporting and finally publishing it.  Summary of contents:
	Chapter 1 Flash Overview
	Chapter 2 Creating Usable and Innovative Experiences
	Chapter 3 Interface Designers Guide to Color
	Chapter 4 Planning Your Interface Design
	Chapter 5 Vector Drawing and Effects in Flash and Illustrator
	Chapter 6 Understanding the Timeline and Layers
	Chapter 7 Working with 3D Vectors
	Chapter 8 Using Video in Flash
	Chapter 9 Photoshop Techniques
	Chapter 10 Moving from Photoshop to Flash and Effective PNGs
	Chapter 11 Creating Animated Effects
	Chapter 12 Flash Textures
	Chapter 13 Photo Editing in Photoshop and Flash
	Chapter 14 Finishing Off Your Site
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Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information SocietySpringer, 2006
Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information Society examines the role of research and the production of knowledge in the information society, with special emphasis on developing areas of the world.
Past, Present and Future of Research in the Information Society is based on a three day conference...
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Creating Games with cocos2d for iPhone 2Packt Publishing, 2012

	Master cocos2d through building nine complete games for the iPhone


	Overview

	
		Games are explained in detail, from the design decisions to the code itself.
	
		Learn to build a wide variety of game types, from a memory tile game to an endless runner.
	
		Use different design approaches...
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C++ UnleashedSams Publishing, 1998
C++ Unleashed is a survey of advanced topics in C++. The goal of this book is to provide
a focused examination of each of these topics, covering the essential information
you need to fully exploit the power of the C++ language.

Many of the topics in this book deserve a book in their own right. Because it is not possible,...
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FileMaker Pro 7 Bible (Wiley)For Dummies, 2004
If FileMaker Pro 7 can do it, you can do it too ...
Whether your organization uses Mac, Windows, or a combination of both, FileMaker Pro gives you the tools to build custom database solutions that work. This book teaches you how to use them, whether you’re a FileMaker Pro user, an experienced database developer, or new to database...
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Too Big to Save? How to Fix the U.S. Financial SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Industry luminary Robert Pozen offers his insights on the future of U.S. finance


	The recent credit crisis and the resulting bailout program are unprecedented events in the financial industry. While it's important to understand what got us here, it's even more important to consider how we should get out. While there is...
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Advances in Smart System Technologies: Select Proceedings of ICFSST 2019 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 1163)Springer, 2020

	This book presents select peer-reviewed proceedings of the International Conference on Frontiers in Smart Systems Technologies (ICFSST 2019). It focuses on latest research and cutting-edge technologies in smart systems and intelligent autonomous systems with advanced functionality. Comprising topics related to diverse aspects of smart...
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